An experimental study was performed to measure the static friction coefficient under different experimental conditions. These include different surface roughness conditions, the effect of dwell time, the effect of acceleration (sliding velocity) as well as the presence of traces of lubricant and wear debris at the interface. The static friction tester provides accurate measurement of friction, normal and lateral forces at the interface (using a high dynamic bandwidth piezoelectric force transducer) as well as precise motion control and measurement of the interface motion. The experimental measurements were subsequently compared with an improved elastic-plastic rough surface static friction model, and it was found that the model captures the experimental measurements well, especially in terms of surface roughness. However, the data also shows the limitations of the model as it fails to accurately capture the effects of experimental conditions such as the presence of wear debris and start up velocity.
INTRODUCTION
The necessity of knowing the friction and friction coefficient values in different engineering applications has been acknowledged for many years. During the last two centuries a large number of experiments, under different conditions have been performed and friction values have been extensively tabulated. However, despite the plethora of experimental friction measurements, two major issues remain: (a) specific friction coefficient values are inconsistent when compared from different reported sources and (b) a basic friction model, based on "first principles" is not widely available. Recently, Kogut and Etsion [1] suggested a basic static friction model that accounts for surface roughness and adhesive effects. This model is an improvement over an earlier model suggested by Chang et al. [2] . Despite the strong analytical foundation of this model and its comparison with other models, there has not been much experimental comparison, as the model requires specific material and roughness information that is usually not available in the published literature.
EXPERIMENTAL
A basic static friction tester was designed and built to accurately measure friction, especially the transition from static to kinetic friction.
The tester is capable of imposing controlled input displacements, while at the same time, precisely measuring motions and forces at the interface. Typical friction transitions in contacting solid bodies are depicted as the static being higher than the kinetic friction force.
In this paper, we performed controlled friction experiments at the meso scale (normal load of about 5 N). A schematic of the tester is depicted in Fig. 1 . It consists of a micro-actuator for imposing the motion, a custombuilt sensitive high dynamic bandwidth tri-axial force transducer for holding the stationary sample and at the same time measuring the friction, normal, and lateral forces. Accelerometers were also used for capturing transitional motions. The specimen moving mass is loaded via dead weights. The testing scheme was enhanced with a closed loop computer interface using Labview to apply the motion and at the same time recording all the signals. 
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The nominally flat upper specimen was placed on the bottom stationary specimen surface which was rigidly mounted on top of the tri-axial force sensor maintaining a flat contact. The resultant normal force at the interface was 4.2 N combining the dead weight mass, upper specimen and fixture weights. The tangential movement was controlled by the micro-actuator.
The material used to measure the static friction was 17-4PH stainless steel. The upper moving specimen has dimensions of 5×5 mm and the lower specimen 25×25 mm. Thus, the nominal area of contact for the flat surfaces is 25.00 mm 2 . The material properties for the specimens are: Hardness H=2.96 GPa, Young's modulus E=193 GPa, and Poisson ratio v=0.29. Two specimen pairs with smooth and rough surface conditions were prepared to compare the effect of surface roughness on friction. A stylus-based surface profiler was used to measure the roughness parameters of the surfaces. All the samples were machine-ground and polished with up to 1200-grit paper to obtain the relevant roughness parameters. Friction initiation measurements were conducted by sliding the upper specimen at a constant linear velocity (50 -500 µm/s). All tests were run under a constant normal load of 4.2 N and laboratory environmental conditions (45 % RH and 22.5 °C). For consistency and to reduce the effect of dwell time, all experiments were performed after 5 seconds of dwell time. Also, the specimen surfaces were stabilized (run-in) via initial experimentation to reach steady-state measurement results. As depicted in Fig. 2 , the effect of surface conditions, including surface finish and additives at the interface were investigated. Specimens with fine (RMS ~ 0.04 µm) and coarse (RMS ~ 0.1 µm) ground surfaces were prepared to evaluate the effect of surface finish. POE lubricant and wear debris were used for the additives in the fine specimen contact. Each test was performed with the specified tangential sliding velocity of 100 µm/s. The static friction coefficient is the highest for the fine surface finish and decreases with the boundary lubricant and wear debris (fine finish), and the lowest value is for the dry coarse finish interface.
ROUGH SURFACE CONTACT MODEL
Considering the stochastic nature of surface interactions between flat sample surfaces, a static rough surface contact model is used to theoretically calculate and compare the static friction coefficient obtained from the experiments under dry conditions. In order to use this statistical model, the two rough surfaces in contact were replaced with a single equivalent rough surface in contact with a smooth rigid surface [3] . The recently proposed Kogut and Etsion [1] model for predicting the static friction for elastic-plastic contact of rough surfaces is used in this work. The KE model is an improvement over the earlier CEB friction model [2] , as CEB underestimates the static friction coefficient due to a restrictive assumption that plastically deformed asperities are unable to support any tangential load. Using the measured surface roughness and material properties of the samples, the friction coefficient was obtained from the KE model and is compared with the dry measurements in Fig. 3 . The comparison is good, bearing in mind that no fitting coefficients were used in the model. Also, note that the model does not account for the startup velocity nor the case of a boundary lubricated interface. 
CONCLUSION
A basic friction tester was built to perform transitional friction experiments at the meso scale.
The friction measurements showed similar transitional behavior as reported in the literature. The effect of surface roughness, lubrication and presence of wear debris at the interface were investigated and it was found that the lubricant, wear debris, and rough surfaces significantly decrease the static friction coefficient values. Moreover, friction values at higher initiation sliding velocities were lower, compared to lower transitional velocities. The experiments under dry conditions were favorably compared with a recently proposed friction model. The model accounts for realistic roughness and material properties and does not make use of any fitting coefficients. However, the model fails to correctly predict friction in the presence of wear debris and boundary lubrication.
